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Summary
By happenstance or by design, most customers are pursuing a hybrid cloud computing 
strategy. Technology product management leaders must understand the key use cases 
to build compelling hybrid cloud services using Microsoft's Azure Stack. 

Overview 

Impacts 

The following trends will affect technology product management leaders and their 
organizations: 

Azure Stack will be consumed primarily through service providers in both hosted and 
on-premises models, creating natural opportunities for value-added services. 

Cloud service providers' use of Azure Stack for clients' hybrid cloud solutions creates 
risks of Microsoft lock-in. 

Azure Stack provides a unique, consistent cloud capability, creating new 
opportunities for service providers to extend their portfolios. 

Recommendations 

Technology product management leaders of cloud service providers that are building 
and marketing hybrid cloud solutions must: 

Build managed services around Azure Stack that provide consistent, predictable and 
end-to-end support of customers' business and technical requirements across all 
Azure deployment models (on-premises, hosted private or public cloud offerings). 

Educate customers on both the value derived from and the business challenges 
created by points of lock-in to manage the risks and balance them against the 
benefits. 

Pay close attention to the customer base and where clients are in their cloud journey. 
If your customer base is strongly Microsoft-oriented, consider Azure Stack as part of 
your portfolio. 
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Analysis 
Hybrid cloud computing is the coordinated use of cloud services across isolation and 
provider boundaries among public, private and community service providers, or 
between internal and external cloud services. The potential and promise of hybrid cloud 
revolves around interoperability. Being able to develop and deploy applications on "like 
to like" environments creates tremendous efficiency and flexibility for developers and 
IT operations. 

Azure Stack is Microsoft's solution that specifically targets hybrid cloud use cases. 
Generally available from July 2017, it allows customers to consume Azure services 
outside of Microsoft's data centers. This enables customers to utilize Azure to deploy 
applications that are API-compatible with core Azure services for on-premises, hosted 
private, or public Azure Stack or Azure-proper targets. By doing so, customers can build 
Azure-compatible applications and use Azure-compatible tools outside of Microsoft 
data centers. Azure Stack will almost always be consumed via a cloud service provider 
(CSP) or purchased via an OEM hardware partner. With this capability, Microsoft can 
address the multiple vectors that encompass hybrid cloud, including on-premises, 
private hosted and public deployments. 

Gartner's recent cloud survey shows that hybrid cloud adoption is accelerating faster 
than other forms of cloud adoption (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Hybrid Cloud Will Eventually Be the Primary Cloud Usage Model 

Source: Gartner (August 2017) 

For the most part, the interoperability of hybrid cloud has been limited to the 
customer's data center environment and purpose-built private or hosted private clouds. 
The ability to utilize hyperscale public cloud providers (such as Amazon Web Services 
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and Microsoft Azure) has been limited by the architectural and operational differences 
these stacks have with the other delivery vectors (such as virtualized environments and 
private cloud). Cloud-native tools provided by hyperscale vendors, generally, do not 
extend to private cloud or virtualized environments. Skills in one vector's tools and 
stack do not necessarily transfer to another. Integration between the different vectors 
can be loosely accomplished by cloud service brokerages and related technologies, but 
still involves disparate tools and skills. 

Gartner has also noted an accelerating trend in the adoption of both infrastructure as a 
service (IaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) solutions native to the cloud platform. 
In the past, prescriptive application PaaS (aPaaS) solutions, such as Cloud Foundry, 
were used as a normalizing mechanism deployed both on-premises and in the public 
cloud, which allowed for hybrid use cases such as workload portability. As native PaaS 
elements such as database as a service (DBaaS) (Cosmos DB, Azure SQL) and function 
PaaS (fPaaS) (Azure Functions) gain traction, aPaaS overlays become more of a 
hindrance because they tend to hide these native services. As a result, customers are 
seeking solutions that bring them the native IaaS and PaaS capabilities of the public 
cloud in other contexts (private in its various forms). In addition, IaaS and PaaS 
capabilities have witnessed significant convergence, with customer focus shifting 
importance to the PaaS elements. Many hybrid cloud solutions depend on the 
extension of a stand-alone PaaS from the on-premises and hosted delivery models to 
the hyperscale clouds. This pragmatic solution runs a non-native platform on top of the 
hyperscale IaaS at the expense of the highly integrated native PaaS. 

Microsoft Azure can deliver improvements in hybrid cloud capabilities — moving from a 
federated model (loosely coupled and integrated) to a fully integrated model (like-to-
like technologies). Alternative solutions, such as OpenStack and VMware, provide 
interoperability between virtualized environments and private clouds. However, those 
solutions lack an integrated like-to-like hyperscale public cloud vector, forcing 
customers into pragmatic tradeoffs in capabilities. By providing a consistent stack and 
API across all delivery vectors, Azure Stack reduces the silos and islands of 
technologies inherent in hybrid cloud delivery models today. 

Azure Stack is not just an IaaS or virtualization play. It extends much of the Azure PaaS 
and service catalogues (including third-party solutions) beyond the Azure public clouds 
into more traditional private contexts. This allows customers to use a consistent 
platform that utilizes an ever-expanding list of services and functions. Platform 
consistency will drive additional efficiencies in developing, deploying, automating and 
managing not just applications, but entire workflows and processes spanning multiple 
delivery vectors. 

Azure Stack's appeal lies in the promise of interoperability and like-to-like resources. It 
will provide a more consistent model of development, deployment and IT management 
on the public and private sides of the equation. Currently, at general availability (July 
2017), Azure Stack will have IaaS services and a starter set of PaaS capabilities. Over 
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time, it should provide a consistent set of services similar, but not identical to 
hyperscale Azure. This will lead to opportunities to streamline skills, tooling and 
operations, optimizing them into a consistent platform. In the highest expression, this 
like-to-like approach will allow for better portability of applications and data between 
different delivery vectors. It will allow IT operations to control the private cloud, with the 
massive scalability and flexibility of public cloud, as well as provide better governance, 
compliance and operational efficiencies. 

Additionally, Azure Stack extends the utility and consumption pricing model of the 
hyperscale cloud to hosted private and on-premises deployments. This will allow 
customers to further embrace operating expenditure (opex) and consumptive usage, as 
well as provide opportunities for cost analysis and management. 

Azure Stack will be provided via Microsoft-certified Cloud Solution Providers as public 
(multitenant); private hosted (single tenant in a CSP's hosting center); or private (on-
premises, colocation or other facility) instances. This will allow CSPs to extend their 
value-added services consistently across all delivery vectors. 

Azure Stack will be delivered as a prevalidated integrated system of hardware and 
software. Initially, Microsoft has named three hyperconverged hardware providers 
(Lenovo, Dell EMC and Hewlett Packard Enterprise [HPE]) to supply integrated host 
equipment, with others to follow. These hardware providers will offer implementation 
services to CSPs to quickly deploy and integrate Azure Stack. In this way, Microsoft will 
provide a stable, consistent platform from the beginning, without the challenges of 
infinite hardware combinations. Scale will initially be limited to four- to 12-node scale 
units, but is expected to greatly increase in capacity soon after general availability. 
(Azure Stack will have a similar cluster/scale unit/region schema that Azure uses.) 

Azure Stack can be thought of as an appliance. The hypervisor and management 
software will be locked down, updated by Microsoft and only accessible via APIs. This 
will facilitate regular and automated updates of core services, and should minimize 
issues with core compatibility, ensuring base consistency of the platform from provider 
to provider. Updates to Azure Stack will happen on a regular cadence. (Microsoft has 
not yet provided details on the frequency.) Because of the redundant cluster 
architecture, guest workloads should never be disrupted by an update. 

What Are the Use Cases for Azure Stack? 

Most use cases that would make a hybrid cloud deployment attractive can be applied 
to Azure and Azure Stack. However, four use cases are resonating as differentiators 
with customers: 
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Edge/disconnected/location solutions: Latency and connectivity requirements are 
met by processing data locally and then aggregated in the hyperscale cloud, with 
common application logic across both. Use cases include Internet of Things (IoT) 
platforms; local redundancy (for example, in healthcare); and limited connection uses 
(for example, manufacturing controllers). 

Locations where public cloud Azure is not available: Hybrid solutions are attractive 
where data/workload residency is a requirement. 

Modernization/migration across all delivery vectors: Azure Stack can be used to 
infuse web and mobile services, containers, and serverless and microservice 
architectures to update and extend legacy applications, while enabling modern 
development processes and consistent delivery. The solution brings consumptive 
usage economics to applications across all delivery vectors. It also serves as a 
landing pad for migration of apps to Azure. 

Regulatory-, compliance- and privacy-sensitive applications: With Azure Stack, you 
can develop and deploy applications in one vector or location with full flexibility to 
deploy in any other vector or location to meet your regulatory or policy requirements, 
with no code changes needed. 

These use cases get to the heart of the promise of hybrid cloud by utilizing Azure Stack 
to extend all that Azure offers beyond the walls of a Microsoft data center. By allowing 
workloads to be delivered consistently across all vectors, on a common platform, the 
Azure family allows applications to run where they need to. Azure allows for 
investments in skills, knowledge and tools to have greater leverage across the 
customer's hybrid cloud environment. By connecting to the hyperscale Azure, 
applications now have access to massive amounts of scale with minimal effort, 
opening up new architectures and load-sharing opportunities. 

One of the major reasons hybrid cloud has become a predominant strategy is location 
sensitivity. Location sensitivity is not just about regulations, privacy and compliance 
issues. Latency, integration and gravity centers of users and data are also important 
factors. In addition, market conditions or expectations often drive workload placement. 
To be successful, CSPs must understand their customers' location sensitivities and 
utilize different delivery vectors (hosted, on-premises, private and multitenant), as well 
as physical locations. 

Figure 2. Impacts and Top Recommendations for Technology Product Management Leaders 
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Source: Gartner (August 2017) 

Impacts and Recommendations 

Azure Stack Will Be Consumed Primarily Through Service Providers in Both Hosted 
and On-Premises Models, Creating Natural Opportunities for Value-Added Services 

Azure Stack will provide a meaningful subset of the capabilities available in the 
Microsoft Azure public cloud service. However, it is designed for sophisticated users 
and, thus, is likely to be consumed primarily through a service provider. In doing so, it 
will create new opportunities for service providers to offer services to customers 
across a consistent, like-to-like, hybrid environment. In turn, this like-to-like environment 
will allow for consistent management tooling, deployment automation and efficient 
skill utilization, creating great synergies for service providers and their customers. 

Recommendations: 

Investigate opportunities to offer cooperative and complementary managed services 
to Azure Stack customers. The automation of management functions, deployments 
and security that span all hybrid cloud delivery vectors are most likely to yield 
customer value. 

Use Azure Stack to bring Azure services to geolocations where Microsoft is unwilling 
or unable to deploy public Azure. Focus first on areas with poor internet access 
where Azure Stack's design for intermittent connectivity is an advantage or where 
regulatory compliance is paramount, as with privacy and data residency laws. 

Build new business catering to large enterprises with the scale and need for a single-
tenant or on-premises version of Azure. 
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Provide a single operational view including unified support, cost management, help 
desk, support and on-demand expertise. 

Develop services that target use cases in the middleware and application layers of 
the IT stack. Network optimization, architectural services and facilitating connectivity 
between on-premises and public Azure instances offer the most opportunities. 

Cloud Service Providers' Use of Azure Stack for Clients' Hybrid Cloud Solutions 
Creates Risks of Microsoft Lock-In 

The Azure family's consistency of services and functions regardless of delivery vector 
provides an attractive platform for hybrid cloud implementations. Having a hyperscale 
deployment option enables customers to leverage extreme scale and gain access to 
services usually not available in hosted private clouds. However, the commonality, 
consistency and multivector hosting comes with a significant commitment to 
Microsoft technology. 

All technology choices involve some degree of lock-in. In fact, to gain the benefits of 
the convergence of IaaS and PaaS in hyperscale clouds, one has to accept some lock-
in. Cloud IaaS is not a commodity. Even at the basic infrastructure resource level, 
different providers use different concepts and abstractions. Customers derive the 
greatest value from adopting services "up the stack" (the PaaS layer) and using these 
integrated IaaS and PaaS (IaaS+PaaS) offerings as a whole, resulting in some level 
lock-in. A multicloud approach, utilizing two or more cloud platforms, may mitigate this, 
but adds operational and integrational complexities. 

Recommendations: 

Provide services and support that encourage customers to embrace the full range of 
Azure family offerings to maximize the value of their investment and keep them 
close to the technology, resulting in longer-term affinity for your offering. 

Educate customers on both the value derived from and the associated business 
challenges created by points of lock-in to manage the risks and balance them 
against the benefits. 

Openly address customer questions about exit strategies. Candid discussions about 
risks and methodologies to enable warranted exits create trust and credibility with 
your customers. 

Azure Stack Provides a Unique, Consistent Cloud Capability, Creating New 
Opportunities for Service Providers to Extend Their Portfolios 

Much of hybrid cloud has been centered around operating stacks based on OpenStack 
and VMware technologies. While this has provided capabilities for on-premises 
virtualization and private clouds to form hybrid environments, it has not adequately 
addressed the public cloud vector. Microsoft's Azure Stack challenges the on-premises 
and hosted private clouds offered by other technologies, and adds public Azure 
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capabilities. The combination of having some control on the private side and the 
benefits of agility and geographic scale on the public side, in a like-to-like operating and 
development environment, will be compelling to many customers, especially those with 
significant Microsoft technology bases. 

Hence, the battle will intensify for mind and market share. Microsoft brings a massive 
customer base, a hyperscale cloud that is growing rapidly, and a deep understanding of 
data center and cloud challenges. The company also brings development, marketing 
and sales resources at a massive scale. In addition, Microsoft has a strong partner 
ecosystem of CSPs that will embrace the opportunity to expand their hybrid cloud and 
Azure business. 

Service providers with significant VMware or OpenStack practices will see substantial 
pressure from Azure Stack and the Microsoft cloud portfolio. Microsoft will compete 
for operating systems (Windows and Linux), hypervisors (Hyper-V), private cloud 
operating stacks (Azure Stack) and public cloud (Azure). Microsoft and its extensive 
ecosystem of partners will seek new opportunities by attempting to disrupt VMware 
and OpenStack's installed base at various levels. If Microsoft extends the Azure family 
in a timely manner, it will be a formidable player in the hybrid cloud space. 

Recommendations: 

Compete with a coherent hybrid cloud capability that includes hyperscale public 
cloud deployments. Bring the following to market: common tools and portals, 
consistent services across all delivery vectors, application refactoring, migration, 
management, and highly competent and consistent service delivery. 

Ultimately, pay close attention to your customer base and where clients are in their 
cloud journey. If your customer base is strongly Microsoft-oriented (for example, they 
use .NET Framework, Hyper-V, Windows Server, Office 365, SharePoint and MS SQL 
server), consider Azure Stack as part of your portfolio. 

Evidence 
This research is based on Gartner client inquiries and service provider interviews, 
product demonstrations, and public announcements in 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

"Announcing the First Technical Preview of Microsoft Azure 

Stack." (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-the-first-technical-preview-of-

microsoft-azure-stack/) Microsoft. 
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